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attribute????????????????????? ’is red’, ’is round’??????






















???McRae dataset [4]? attribute??????????????? ????????




































[4]???????????McRae dataset?????? (basic level) [27]???????
??? 541????? (e.g. dog)/??? (e.g. chair)??????????? 725???











? 2 ? ???????
Faˇgaˇraˇs¸an???? [7]









??????’cat’? attribute value???’has teeth’??????????McRae dataset











• DISTRIB: Wikipedia dump?????? 10K????????
• SVD: DISTRIB? SVD???? 300?????????????
• EMBED: ? 1,000???Google News??????? Skip-gram???1
1https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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? 2 ? ???????

















???????? attribute??????? [2]??????????????? 2.1.2?
????????




?????????? 1 (??)???????????????? 0 (???)??????
???(’apple’, ’banana’, ’red’) ?????????’red’?’apple’?’banana’???’apple’
????????????? 1???????????????? pivot? comparison?
???????????????(’apple’, ’banana’, ’yellow’) ?????????’yellow’
2https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/17326
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value?’anatomy’, ’color patterns ?????????????????????????
?’animals’, ’vehicles’???????????????????VisA dataset????
attribute???????? 2.1?????attribute?????????????????







? 2 ? ???????
? 2.1: VisA???? (Silberer et al.,2016???? [1])
Lazaridou???? [2]
referent? context???????????????????????????????
???????? (discriminative attributes)?????????Discriminative Attribute
Network (DAN)??????????DAN????? 2.2????????referent (’cat’)
? context (’sofa’)?????????’has tail’??????????DAN???? (ref-
erent, context, discriminative attribute)??????????????????????






? 2 ? ???????





(1) ????????? (looser definition)
(2) ????????? (hyponym) - ???? (hypernym)??? (stricter definition)
?????????? [34]. ???(2)??????????????? Type-of? Is-A




?????? (distributional inclusion hypothesis) [35–37] ??????hyponym??
???? attribute?????hypernym? attribute?????????????????
????????????VisA dataset??????????? hyponym-hypernym??





? 2 ? ???????
Vulic???? [34]???Lexical Entailment?????????????????
(a) directionality: ???????????? (X,Y)?????X????Y?hypernym
???? hyponym?????????
(b) detection: ??? (X,Y)???????????????????







??????????????????? asymmetric similarity measures???????
????? [36,37]????Glavas??????Dual Tensor Model??????????
???????????????????????????? [38]?Dual Tensor Model?
????????????????????????????????????????
??? unspecialized embeddings???????????????????? specialized
embeddings???????????????????????????????????
????????




perLex [34](??? 3.2.2?????)??????girl ? person??????? 9.85/10?
???????guest ? person? 7.22???????????????????????
person ? guest? 10?? 7.22???? 2.88???????
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? 2 ? ???????





? 2.3: Supervised Directional Similarity Network??? (Rei et al., 2018 ???? [3])
Rei????????????????????????????HyperLex??????





• Sparse Distributional Features (SDF):????????????sparse weighted
cosine measure???????????????????????????????
???????????????????? 5??????
• Additional Supervision (AS):??????????????????????
????????????????????????
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? 2 ? ???????



















????Attribute layer??????????????? (Lexical Entailment)????
? Semantic task layer???????
??????????????????????(animal, bird)? (flower, rose)????
????????”bird??? animal”?”rose??? flower”?????????????






Word2Attr???? (w1, w2, lexical type)? 3?????????lexical type???




? 3 ? ????: Word2Attr
? 3.1: ????: Word2Attr???
????????????????????????????????????????
???? attribute??? Lexical Entailment?????? fine-tuning????????
?????????Word2Attr??????????????????????????
???????? train data? test data???? 5??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
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? 3 ? ????: Word2Attr
3.1 ????
3.1.1 ?????: ????????
???????????????Wikipedia 2017, UMBC webbase corpus, statmt.org




3.1.2 attribute ?????: VisA dataset
attribute????????VisA dataset?????510???????????????
????????? 506??2?????????? fastText?????????????
???????????? attribute?????’is red’,’is round’??? attribute value?
?????? 1/0???? attribute???????????attribute?? no evidence?
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????attribute value?’anatomy’, ’diet’, ’botany’
???????????? 721??????721?????????????? attribute
???????????? 506?????????? 15.14??? attribute value????
?????????? (w1,w2,hyper)????????? 79?????????hypo (?
???)??? attribute????? 71% (12.7??)? hyper (????)???????
????????attribute????????????????????????????
???? train data? 404??test data? 102???????????
1https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html
2??????? cap (bottle), cap (hat) / tank (army), tank (container) / bow (weapon), bow (ribbon)
/ bat (baseball), bat (animal)? 4????????????
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? 3 ? ????: Word2Attr
3.1.3 Attribute layer????????????
? 3.2: ????: Attribute layer
Attribute layer?????????W (1)a ,W (2)a ??? b(1)a ,b(2)a ?? 3.2????????
??????????????????????????w????????? w???
??????????? (’is red’,’is round’,etc...)??? attribute a?????????
????attribute a?????????????? 1? 0??????????????
???Attribute layer?????????
h = leaky ReLU(W (1)a x+ b
(1)
a ) (3.1)
aˆ = sigmoid(W (2)a h+ b
(2)
a ) (3.2)
Optimizer?Adam?leaky ReLU ??????? α = 0.2???????? L2-norm?









?????????????’animals’????’has legs’,’has eyes’? attribute value??
????????????????????????????????????????
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? 3 ? ????: Word2Attr
??????????????????? 3????????? Category Classification
Model??????Category Classification Model????????????Word2Attr?




???????????????? w???? (w ∈ S)?????? attribute aw?
?????? (w /∈ S)?????? Category Classification Model?????????
? c (’animals’,’food’,etc...)???????????? attribute??????? ac????
a =
{
aw if w ∈ S
ac if w /∈ S (3.4)










? 3 ? ????: Word2Attr
? 3.1: ??????????
category acc. test total
animals 0.98 28 137
appliances 0.85 4 18
artefacts 0.85 8 38
clothing 0.98 8 40
container 0.74 3 11
device 0.6 2 8
food 0.98 12 59
home 0.9 10 49
instruments 1.0 4 19
material 0.6 1 4
plants 0.7 2 7
structures 0.87 6 26
tools 0.97 6 27
toys 0.8 1 3
vehicles 0.98 8 37
weapons 0.92 5 23
total 0.92 102 506
3.2 Word2Attr???
3.2.1 Attribute layer???
? 3.2???????????????????????????? w1, w2 ????
? attribute???????????Word2Attr???? Attribute layer???????
????????Attribute layer???? loss Lattr ????????????????
attribute ai????Category Classification Model???????????? attribute?














? 3 ? ????: Word2Attr
??fine-tuning?????????????? (w1,w2,lexical type)?????????




BLESS3??? 200?????? (target concepts)????8,625?? relatum???
??”target concepts - class - relation - relatum”?????????? 26,554????
???????????target concepts????????????class????????
???? (’amphibian’ ’reptile’, ’bird’,’building’??)?relation???? (COORD, HY-
PER, MERO??)?relatum??????????????????COORD, HYPER,
MERO, ATTRI, EVENT??????????? 14,400??RANDOM? 12,154??
???????????????????????????? hyper (HYPER), hypo,
cohyp (COORD), no-rel (RANDOM)?????????hypo??????HYPER?
target concepts? relatum?????????????????????? train: valida-
tion: test = 70%:5%:25%????????????? 3.2????
? 3.2: BLESS????????? (???)
type samples example
hyper 1,337 alligator - animal
hypo 1,337 animal - alligator
cohyp 3,565 alligator - lizard









? 3 ? ????: Word2Attr
????????Graded Lexical Entailment????????????????????
????????? (hyper (hyp), hypo (r-hyp), cohyp, no-rel (random))?????
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????? lexical split????????????????????????? random
split? 2??????????. ?????????????????????????
lexical split??? random split?????????????????random split??




? 3.3: HyperLex????????? (???)
type random lexical example
hyper 1,004 609 penguin - bird
hypo 226 127 reptile - alligator
cohyp 242 123 asia - africa
no-rel 160 95 enemy - crocodile
?? 1,632 954




• Entailment Directionality (dir):
???????? (X, Y)???????X??????Y? hyper? hypo???
?. ??????hyper / hypo / no-rel? 3????????????
• Extended Entailment Directionality (ext):
Entailment Directionality? hyper/hypo???????????????????
???????????????? (X, Y)?????X???? Y??????
lexical entailment relation????????lexical entailment relation??????
22
? 3 ? ????: Word2Attr
???????????? hyper / hypo / cohyp??????????. ????
??hyper / hypo / cohyp / no-rel? 4????????????
hyponym-hypernym?????????? attribute?????????????dir?
????????????? attribute??????????????????????
???? ext???????????????????(’poodle’, ’dog’, hyper)? (’poo-










?? (w1, w2)?????, w1???? w2? directionality task (hyper, hypo)?????
Extended Directionality task (hyper, hypo, cohyp)????????. ???????
???????????????????????????????
Semantic task layer?????????? wi? attribute layer????? attribute aˆi
?????????xi?????????????????? 3.6?????attribute?
???? (ρw, ρa) = (0, 1)?????????????? (ρw, ρa) = (1, 0)????????
????? (ρw, ρa) = (1, 1)??? 3??????????
xi = ρwwi ⊕ ρaaˆi (3.6)
?????????????????????????????????? x1, x2??











? 3 ? ????: Word2Attr
x˜1 = x1 ◦ g2 (3.8)
x˜2 = x2 ◦ g1 (3.9)








d = m1 ◦m2 (3.11)
h = tanh(W (3)s d+ b
(3)
s ) (3.12)
yˆ = W (4)s h+ b
(4)
s (3.13)
Semantic task layer????? Lsem??lexical type????? yˆ??? lexical




softmax cross entropy(yˆ,ytype) (3.14)
3.2.4 ????
??????? L?Attribute layer? Semantic task layer? loss??? α, β????
?????????????
L = αLattr + βLsem (3.15)


















??????????????? BLESS, HyperLex (random / lexical split)????
?????????????? (X,Y)???? X???? Y? hyper/hypo?????
????????Entailment Directionality (dir)??hyper/hypo??????????
cohyp?????? Extended Entailment Directionality (ext)? 2??????
4.1.1 ????????
BLESS, HyperLex (random / lexical split)? test set?????????? 3.2.2??
???
25
? 4 ? ????
4.1.2 ????
Precision, Recall, F1-score????????????????
















data?????????????????? (w1, w2, score)????????????
???
??????????????????? 4??????
• SemSim/VisSim [43]1: 7,576???502??????????????????
? (SemSim)???????? (VisSim) ? 2????? 0-5??????????
????????????’cherry’-’pineapple’?????????????????
?????????????? SemSim? 3.6?VisSim? 1.2??????????
1http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s1151656/resources.html
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• MEN [19]2: 3,000???751????????????????????????





???? 2,005?? (645??)??????????????VisA dataset????
?????101/2,005?? (5%)??????
• SimLex999 [46]4: 999???1,028??????????????????????
???????????????????????? 0-10???????????
??????????’cow’-’cattle’? 9.52??????????’ankle’-’window’?
0.3???. ???????????????????? 666???????? 222?












? 4 ? ????
? 4.1: ?????????????
??????? ?????? (pairs) VisA???? (pairs) ????
SemSim 7576 7576 ??????
VisSim 7576 7576 ??????
MEN 2005 101 ??????







4.3 Recovery task: attribute????
Recovery task?????? [7, 8]????????? top@k??????mAP???
????????? 3????? attribute???????????????? attribute
????????? attribute value?????? 1/0?????? 721????????





?? 1, 5, 10, 20? 4?????????top@k???????????????????
? attribute??????????????????????????????
28
? 4 ? ????
4.3.2 mAP (mean Average Precision)
?????????? attribute????????????????? attribute value?
??????????????????Average Precision (AP)???????????
mAP????????? AP????????????????? AP? D ???
attribute????N? attribute????r(k)??????? k???????? attribute






[k????? Precision]× r(k) (4.1)
? 4.2: Average Precision????
?? attribute value ??
1 is red ©
2 is yellow ©
3 has tail ×
4 is black ×
5 has peel ©











· 1 + 2
2
· 1 + 2
3
· 0 + 2
4








????? attribute????? 0?? 1??????????????? attribute?





















? 5.1: Lexical Entailment(Precision / Recall / F1-score)
HyperLex (random) HyperLex (lexical)
dir ext dir ext
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
fText total 0.93 0.88 0.9 0.79 0.79 0.78 0.66 0.81 0.73 0.44 0.66 0.53
hyper 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.84 0.92 0.88 0.81 1.0 0.9 0.66 1.0 0.8
hypo 0.85 0.65 0.73 0.81 0.68 0.74 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
cohyp - - - 0.58 0.35 0.43 - - - 0.0 0.0 0.0
attr total 0.91 0.86 0.88 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.83 0.79 0.81 0.66 0.66 0.65
hyper 0.94 0.91 0.92 0.86 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.77 0.81 0.79
hypo 0.79 0.64 0.7 0.84 0.67 0.73 0.61 0.4 0.48 0.47 0.35 0.4
cohyp - - - 0.48 0.43 0.45 - - - 0.45 0.36 0.38
fText+attr total 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.84 0.78 0.81 0.71 0.68 0.67
hyper 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.83 0.88 0.85 0.9 0.87 0.88 0.77 0.85 0.81
hypo 0.78 0.63 0.7 0.61 0.59 0.6 0.59 0.44 0.5 0.59 0.36 0.43
cohyp - - - 0.44 0.26 0.31 - - - 0.57 0.33 0.38
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Word2Attr????? attribute?????? (pre-train)? attribute??? SemSim,
VisSim, MEN (100%), SimLex (100%)???????????????????2??
???????????????????????????????VisSim??????
?????????????dir? ext?????????????BLESS?HyperLex












? 5 ? ??????
? 5.2: ???/???????/????????
SemSim VisSim MEN SimLex
Dataset Input task 100% 100% 100% 5% 100% 6%
fastText 0.66 0.56 0.82 0.80 0.49 0.47
VisA binary attr 0.69 0.59 NA 0.64 NA 0.49
Word2Attr pre-train (baseline) 0.73 0.63 0.62 0.72 0.38 0.56
BLESS a dir 0.76 0.65 0.67 0.72 0.42 0.58
ext 0.77 0.65 0.67 0.69 0.41 0.54
f+a dir 0.76 0.65 0.68 0.71 0.42 0.57
ext 0.76 0.65 0.67 0.69 0.41 0.55
HyperLex a dir 0.74 0.65 0.68 0.7 0.4 0.5
(random) ext 0.74 0.65 0.67 0.71 0.4 0.54
f+a dir 0.75 0.66 0.68 0.71 0.4 0.52
ext 0.74 0.65 0.66 0.7 0.41 0.56
HyperLex a dir 0.75 0.65 0.68 0.71 0.4 0.54
(lexical) ext 0.74 0.66 0.68 0.71 0.4 0.57
f+a dir 0.76 0.66 0.68 0.72 0.39 0.55
ext 0.75 0.65 0.68 0.72 0.4 0.55
Faˇgaˇraˇs¸an et al. [7] 0.75 0.61 0.68 0.71 0.4 0.45
Bulat et al. [8] 0.74 0.61 0.68 0.69 0.42 0.46
5.3 attribute???????
5.3.1 top@k?mAP????????













? 5 ? ??????
? 5.3: top@k?mAP???
dataset input task top@1 top@5 top@10 top@20 mAP
random 0.0 0.98 2.94 4.9 0.029
Word2Attr (pre-train) 5.29 30.78 46.27 64.71 0.58
BLESS a dir 2.74 19.8 35.69 50.59 0.47
ext 3.53 19.41 35.69 51.76 0.43
f+a dir 2.55 21.76 35.49 52.16 0.45
ext 3.73 20.78 37.45 55.1 0.44
HyperLex a dir 3.14 19.02 35.69 49.8 0.49
(random) ext 4.51 21.37 37.06 52.75 0.51
f+a dir 4.12 17.65 32.16 47.84 0.5
ext 3.92 18.82 31.37 49.22 0.5
HyperLex a dir 3.73 18.63 32.94 50.2 0.5
(lexical) ext 3.73 22.55 35.49 52.35 0.49
f+a dir 3.33 21.18 32.35 50.2 0.51
ext 3.53 21.57 35.88 53.14 0.5
Faˇgaˇraˇs¸an et al. [7] 3.14 18.24 34.31 53.33 0.56
Bulat et al. [8] 4.51 23.92 42.16 59.61 0.56
5.3.2 ??????????
VisA dataset??????Gold attribute?Word2Attr??????????????
?????Word2Attr?????? attribute????? 0?? 1???????????
????????????? θ???????? 1,?????? 0?? attribute???
????????????Gold attribute?? P/R/F1 ???????? θ? 0?? 1?
??? 0.01????????????F1?????????????????????
?????? θ?P/R/F1????? attribute????????? 5.4????F1???
?????????HyperLex random split???? ext? fine-tuning?????????
HyperLex lexical split???? dir? fine-tuning???????? 0.75????????
BLESS??????F1?????????????VisA dataset? attribute?????




? 5 ? ??????
? 5.4: ?? θ????????
dataset task θ P R F1 Ave. #
BLESS dir 0.93 0.67 0.7 0.66 16.14
ext 0.95 0.68 0.66 0.64 15.02
HyperLex dir 0.96 0.78 0.73 0.73 14.42
(random) ext 0.93 0.78 0.75 0.75 14.52
HyperLex dir 0.93 0.79 0.75 0.75 14.5
(lexical) ext 0.92 0.78 0.75 0.74 14.63




????? extra, gold, lack? 3????????????????????????
????




• gold: ?????????????????????? attribute value?
• lack: ?????????????????????????? attribute value??
?????????attribute????????????????
?????????????????????
• ??: pre-train????????????fine-tuning??????????? at-
tribute value.
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• axe: attribute??????????extra?????? attribute???’axe’??
???????????????????’different shapes’???????????
??’is L shaped’?’is T shaped’??????????????? attribute???
?????????
• jacket: extra?????????fine-tuning??? gold????? attribute??
???????













? 5 ? ??????
attribute?????????????????attribute value???????????




(HyperLex (random split) / attr / dir)
word stat. attribute value
alligator extra
has jaws*, is yellow, beh - eats plants*
has warts*, has stripes,beh - walks*
gold
has head, is brown, has tongue, has feet, has ears, beh - eats
has powerful jaws, beh - swims, beh - eats small animals, is long, has snout
is green, has tail, has toes, beh - crawls, has claws, has mouth, has 4 legs
beh - drinks water, has nose, has scales, has eyes, has teeth, has neck
lack is black, is grey, is large
axe extra has edge*, made of metal*
gold
has wooden handle, is brown, has blade, different shapes
is silver, made of steel, has handle, has long handle
lack has head, is L shaped, is black, is flat, has metal head, is T shaped
jacket extra is shiny, is grey*
gold
made of different fabrics, different colours, has sleeves, has 1 piece,
has belt, made of cotton, made of leather, has pockets, has zip
has buttons, has seams, is blue
lack is brown, is black, made of suede, has hood, has lining, is red
trumpet extra has hole*
gold has mouthpiece, is gold, is shiny, has tubing
lack
made of brass, has brace, has ring, has valves, has cylindrical bore
has buttons, has slide, has bell
slippers extra made of cotton*, has shoe laces, made of wool, made of suede*
gold
made of different fabrics, different colours, is brown, is black
has seams, has 2 pieces, made of silk
lack
made of leather, has soles, has patterns, is white, is colourful
is blue, has strap, made of rubber
lantern extra different shapes*
gold -
lack
made of glass, has light, has stand, is brown, is black
made of metal, has candle
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5.4.2 ?????? (concreteness)? attribute????
??? (concreteness)?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? (concreteness)???????
Brysbaert???? 40k words???? 4,000??????? concreteness???????
























? 5 ? ??????
? 5.1: ?????????????????????







? 5 ? ??????
? 5.7: ??????? attribute???????
(HyperLex (lexical split) / attr /dir)
???????? ????????
θ P R F1 Ave.# ???? θ P R F1 Ave.#
0.96 0.89 0.85 0.86 23.41 animals 0.94 0.9 0.87 0.88 23.61
0.93 0.76 0.73 0.73 14.39 appliances 0.91 0.82 0.76 0.77 13.86
0.94 0.68 0.57 0.59 8.69 artefacts 0.92 0.73 0.6 0.64 8.09
0.97 0.76 0.71 0.73 14.31 clothing 0.94 0.79 0.76 0.76 14.6
0.95 0.76 0.61 0.66 9.82 container 0.92 0.74 0.7 0.71 11.38
0.93 0.68 0.55 0.59 7.57 device 0.92 0.8 0.55 0.62 6.35
0.98 0.71 0.71 0.69 8.48 food 0.97 0.74 0.71 0.7 8.0
0.94 0.72 0.69 0.68 10.59 home 0.91 0.77 0.72 0.72 10.42
0.95 0.67 0.6 0.61 9.83 instruments 0.92 0.71 0.63 0.65 9.52
0.96 0.69 0.53 0.56 4.2 material 0.94 0.65 0.55 0.58 4.2
0.97 0.8 0.71 0.74 7.83 plants 0.93 0.75 0.71 0.72 8.31
0.94 0.75 0.73 0.72 9.8 structures 0.93 0.82 0.72 0.75 8.85
0.95 0.75 0.69 0.7 10.3 tools 0.91 0.76 0.74 0.73 10.91
0.97 0.7 0.49 0.54 8.27 toys 0.96 0.9 0.5 0.59 6.6
0.93 0.79 0.77 0.77 17.56 vehicles 0.92 0.85 0.77 0.79 16.16















??????? attribute ????????????????VisA dataset [6]? attribute
?????????????????????????????????? attribute??
??????????????????McRae dataset??? attribute????????





? attribute????? 2?? Attribute layer???????????????????
? (Lexical Entailment)?????????Semantic task layer????????????
????????????? attribute????? 3?????????????????
?????????? attribute layer??????????????VisA dataset????
??animals?,?food?,?vehicles?????16??????????????????attribute
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?????????????????????????????????????????




????????????????Semantic task layer?????? Lexical Entailment
????????????????????????????? attribute? fine-tuning?
????????????? attribute???????????????????????
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Wiki, GNews) ????????? 11,928??????????????????????
WordNet ?????????????????????????????????A.1?
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pairs YFCC Wiki GNews
antonym 798 0.05 0.18 0.13
synonym 3593 0.15 0.09 0.16
hyponym 1900 0.11 0.04 0.07
hypernym 4163 0.06 0.02 0.04
A.1.5 ??
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
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